
Name:_________________________________________
SHARE History Homework Checklist
3-4th Grade Homework
Due 10/3/23

Day 1
________(20 points) Do the WWI vocabulary worksheet handed out in class.

Day 2 and 3

_______(30 points)Presentation reflection. Write about what you learned from your presentation and from
your classmate’s presentation. You will turn this in.

3rd grade: you are to write 2 things you found fascinating from YOUR presentation topic, and 2
things you LEARNED from a classmate’s presentation. You should have a page of notes from class, where
you drew pictures or wrote words of things you learned. If you need help writing, a parent can be a scribe
for some or all of this writing, but the words need to come from you.

4th grade: you are to write 2 things you found fascinating from YOUR presentation topic, and 3
things you LEARNED from a classmate’s presentation. You should have a page of notes from class, where
you drew pictures or wrote words of things you learned. If you need help writing, a parent can be a scribe
for some or all of this writing, but the words need to come from you.

__________ (10 points)* ONLY for those presenting 10/3. PRACTICE your presentation- at least twice! You
can practice speaking your information to the mirror and then to a parent. If you feel nervous, practice more
than twice. Some options that students seem to like is writing key information on flashcards- using both
words or pictures to help you remember what you want to say. However you choose to remember your
information, please practice! You will need to know the information in order to share it. Many of you will
have parents help you with the presentation, but they are not to do it for you. If you don’t have a part in your
preparation, and don’t know the information to share with your class or how to pronounce anything, I will be
able to tell. (That being said, I don’t expect perfect pronunciation on everything- It just is obvious when a
student has never seen a word before.)

*Please note- on the rubric there are time expectations. As much as I would love to give you unlimited time
to share about your topic, we do need to stick to these times so all classmates will have time to share! On
the other hand, you do need to try to meet the minimum requirement- (Sharing for 20 seconds will not be
long enough to share the information required)
**Don’t forget to bring your presentation to SHARE if you are scheduled to present next week!

___________ points earned out of 50/ or out of 60 depending on presentation date.

Parent Signature:_________________________________________________________



Name:_________________________________________
SHARE History Homework Checklist
DUE 10/3/23
5-6th Grade Homework

Day 1
________(20 points) Do the WWI vocabulary worksheet handed out in class.

Day 2 and 3

_______(30 points)Presentation reflection. Write about what you learned from your presentation and from
your classmate’s presentation. You will turn this in.

5th grade: you are to write 3 things you found fascinating from YOUR presentation topic, and 3
things you LEARNED from a classmate’s presentation. You should have a page of notes from class, where
you wrote words of things you learned.

6th grade: you are to write 3 things you found fascinating from YOUR presentation topic, and 4
things you LEARNED from a classmate’s presentation. You should have a page of notes from class, where
you wrote words of things you learned.

__________ (10 points)* ONLY for those presenting 10/3. PRACTICE your presentation- at least twice! You
can practice speaking your information to the mirror and then to a parent. If you feel nervous, practice more
than twice. Some options that students seem to like is writing key information on flashcards- using both
words or pictures to help you remember what you want to say. However you choose to remember your
information, please practice! You will need to know the information in order to share it. Many of you will
have parents help you with the presentation, but they are not to do it for you. If you don’t have a part in your
preparation, and don’t know the information to share with your class or how to pronounce anything, I will be
able to tell. (That being said, I don’t expect perfect pronunciation on everything- It just is obvious when a
student has never seen a word before.)

*Please note- on the rubric there are time expectations. As much as I would love to give you unlimited time
to share about your topic, we do need to stick to these times so all classmates will have time to share! On
the other hand, you do need to try to meet the minimum requirement- (Sharing for 20 seconds will not be
long enough to share the information required)
**Don’t forget to bring your presentation to SHARE if you are scheduled to present next week!

___________ points earned out of 50/ or out of 60 depending on presentation date.

Parent Signature:_________________________________________________________


